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Ten Thousand Skies Above You Aug 22 2021 In this sequel to A Thousand Pieces of You by New York
Times bestselling author Claudia Gray, Marguerite races through various dimensions to save the boy she
loves. Ever since she used the Firebird, her parents' invention, to cross through to alternate dimensions,
Marguerite has caught the attention of enemies who will do anything to force her into helping them
dominate the multiverse—even hurt the people she loves. She resists until her boyfriend, Paul, is attacked,
and his consciousness is scattered across multiple dimensions. The hunt for each splinter of Paul's soul
sends Marguerite racing through a war-torn San Francisco, the criminal underworld of New York City, and
a glittering Paris, where another Marguerite hides a shocking secret. Each dimension brings Marguerite
one step closer to rescuing Paul. But with every trial she faces, she begins to question the one constant
she's found between the worlds: their love for each other.
Stargazer (Evernight, Book 2) Feb 13 2021 The second novel in the internationally bestselling
EVERNIGHT series – a vampire romance with a shocking twist.
Star Wars Project Luminous YA Novel Sep 10 2020
Bloodline (Star Wars) Feb 02 2020 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the author of Star Wars:
Lost Stars comes a thrilling novel set in the years before the events of Star Wars: The Force Awakens.
“Unmissable . . . Bloodline’s tense politics, vivid new characters, and perfectly characterized Leia make it
feel as central to the Star Wars universe as one of the films.”—Tordotcom WITNESS THE BIRTH OF THE
RESISTANCE When the Rebellion defeated the Empire in the skies above Endor, Leia Organa believed it
was the beginning to a lasting peace. But after decades of vicious infighting and partisan gridlock in the
New Republic Senate, that hope seems like a distant memory. Now a respected senator, Leia must grapple
with the dangers that threaten to cripple the fledgling democracy—from both within and without.
Underworld kingpins, treacherous politicians, and Imperial loyalists are sowing chaos in the galaxy.
Desperate to take action, senators are calling for the election of a First Senator. It is their hope that this
influential post will bring strong leadership to a divided galaxy. As the daughter of Darth Vader, Leia faces
with distrust the prospect of any one person holding such a powerful position—even when supporters
suggest Leia herself for the job. But a new enemy may make this path Leia’s only option. For at the edges of
the galaxy, a mysterious threat is growing. . . . Praise for Bloodline “[Claudia] Gray paints a much more
complete galaxy than we often get to see on the big screen. . . . Knowing that Rian Johnson (writer, director
of Star Wars: Episode VIII) had some creative input on the novel provides hope that we haven’t seen the
last of all of these wonderful characters. . . . Star Wars: Bloodline isn’t just a great Star Wars book, or a
great Leia book, or a great book; it’s a great introduction into the larger world of Star Wars in
general.”—ComicBookdotcom “Bloodline is a nonstop page-turner that grabs at heartstrings that you
weren’t aware of and yanks down on every one of them. The story is loaded with context for The Force

One Hessian's Imprint on America Aug 29 2019 Daniel Harker Fry was born 16 May 1796 in Pennsylvania.
He married Catherine Bear (1802-1881) 22 September 1822 in Huntingdon County, Pennsylvania. They had
twelve children. He died in 1876 in Schuyler County, Illinois. Descendants and relatives lived mainly in
Illinois, Ohio and Texas.
Master & Apprentice (Star Wars) May 07 2020 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • An unexpected offer
threatens the bond between Qui-Gon Jinn and Obi-Wan Kenobi as the two Jedi navigate a dangerous new
planet and an uncertain future in the first canon Star Wars novel to take place before the events of Star
Wars: The Phantom Menace. A Jedi must be a fearless warrior, a guardian of justice, and a scholar in the
ways of the Force. But perhaps a Jedi’s most essential duty is to pass on what they have learned. Master
Yoda trained Dooku; Dooku trained Qui-Gon Jinn; and now Qui-Gon has a Padawan of his own. But while
Qui-Gon has faced all manner of threats and danger as a Jedi, nothing has ever scared him like the thought
of failing his apprentice. Obi-Wan Kenobi has deep respect for his Master, but struggles to understand him.
Why must Qui-Gon so often disregard the laws that bind the Jedi? Why is Qui-Gon drawn to ancient Jedi
prophecies instead of more practical concerns? And why wasn’t Obi-Wan told that Qui-Gon is considering
an invitation to join the Jedi Council—knowing it would mean the end of their partnership? The simple
answer scares him: Obi-Wan has failed his Master. When Jedi Rael Averross, another former student of
Dooku, requests their assistance with a political dispute, Jinn and Kenobi travel to the royal court of Pijal
for what may be their final mission together. What should be a simple assignment quickly becomes clouded
by deceit, and by visions of violent disaster that take hold in Qui-Gon’s mind. As Qui-Gon’s faith in prophecy
grows, Obi-Wan’s faith in him is tested—just as a threat surfaces that will demand that Master and
apprentice come together as never before, or be divided forever.
Defy the Worlds Jun 19 2021 A stunning blend of action-packed science fiction and love against the odds.
Perfect for fans of the DIVERGENT series. Noemi Vidal dreams of travelling through the stars one more
time - but she is now an outcast from her home planet of Genesis after a forbidden trip through the galaxy
with Abel, the most advanced cybernetic man ever created. But when a deadly plague arrives on Genesis,
Noemi gets her chance. As the only soldier to have ever left the planet, it will be up to her to save its
people...if only she wasn't flying straight into a trap. On the run to avoid his depraved creator's clutches,
Abel believes he's said goodbye to Noemi for the last time. After all, the entire universe stands between
them...or so he thinks. When word reaches him of Noemi's capture by the very person he's trying to escape,
Abel knows he must go to her, no matter the cost. But capturing Noemi was only part of Burton Mansfield's
master plan. In a race against time, Abel and Noemi will come together once more to discover a secret that
could save the known worlds, or destroy them all.
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Awakens that plants the seeds for The First Order in perfectly haunting ways, and leaves the reader
grasping for more details on newly discovered favorite characters.”—Inverse
Master and Apprentice (Star Wars) Apr 05 2020 THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER An unexpected
offer threatens the bond between Qui-Gon Jinn and Obi-Wan Kenobi as the two Jedi navigate a dangerous
new planet and an uncertain future. A Jedi must be a fearless warrior, a guardian of justice, and a scholar
in the ways of the Force. But perhaps a Jedi's most essential duty is to pass on what they have learned.
Master Yoda trained Dooku; Dooku trained Qui-Gon Jinn; and now Qui-Gon has a Padawan of his own. But
while Qui-Gon has faced all manner of threats and danger as a Jedi, nothing has ever scared him like the
thought of failing his apprentice. Obi-Wan Kenobi has deep respect for his Master, but struggles to
understand him. Why must Qui-Gon so often disregard the laws that bind the Jedi? Why is Qui-Gon drawn to
ancient Jedi prophecies instead of more practical concerns? And why wasn't Obi-Wan told that Qui-Gon is
considering an invitation to join the Jedi Council-knowing it would mean the end of their partnership? The
simple answer scares him- Obi-Wan has failed his Master. When Jedi Rael Aveross, another former student
of Dooku, requests their assistance with a political dispute, Jinn and Kenobi travel to the Royal Court of
Pijal for what may be their final mission together. What should be a simple assignment quickly becomes
clouded by deceit, and by visions of violent disaster that take hold in Qui-Gon's mind. As Qui-Gon's faith in
prophecy grows, Obi-Wan's faith in him is tested-just as a threat surfaces which will demand that Master
and Apprentice come together as never before, or be divided forever.
Hourglass (Evernight, Book 3) Dec 26 2021 The third novel in the internationally bestselling EVERNIGHT
series – a vampire romance with a shocking twist.
Star Wars Leia, Princess of Alderaan Dec 14 2020 Explore the beginning of Leia's participation in the
Rebellion and the origin of her friendship with Amilyn Holdo from The Last Jedi! Sixteen-year-old Princess
Leia Organa faces the most challenging task of her life so far: proving herself in the areas of body, mind,
and heart to be formally named heir to the throne of Alderaan. She's taking rigorous survival courses,
practicing politics, and spearheading relief missions to worlds under Imperial control. But Leia has worries
beyond her claim to the crown. Her parents, Breha and Bail, aren't acting like themselves lately; they are
distant and preoccupied, seemingly more concerned with throwing dinner parties for their allies in the
Senate than they are with their own daughter. Determined to uncover her parents' secrets, Leia starts
down an increasingly dangerous path that puts her right under the watchful eye of the Empire. And when
Leia discovers what her parents and their allies are planning behind closed doors, she finds herself facing
what seems like an impossible choice: dedicate herself to the people of Alderaan (including the man she
loves) or to the galaxy at large, which is in desperate need of a rebel hero...
Sorceress Nov 12 2020 The triumphant conclusion to New York Times bestselling author Claudia Gray's
dazzling Spellcaster series. To save the lives of countless people in Captive's Sound, Nadia swore herself to
the One Beneath—to black magic. Her plan, and the town's only hope, is for Nadia to learn enough sorcery
to strike back against the forces of evil. But now that she's separated from her friends, her family, and her
Steadfast, Mateo, Nadia is more vulnerable than ever to the growing darkness. The final battle lines are
drawn, surprising alliances are made, and true love is tested in the action-packed conclusion to the
breathtaking Spellcaster series.
Bloodline Mar 29 2022 WITNESS THE BIRTH OF THE RESISTANCE When the Rebellion defeated the
Empire in the skies above Endor, Leia Organa believed it was the beginning to a lasting peace. But after
decades of vicious infighting and partisan gridlock in the New Republic Senate, that hope seems like a
distant memory. Now a respected senator, Leia must grapple with the dangers that threaten to cripple the
fledgling democracy-from both within and without. Underworld kingpins, treacherous politicians, and
Imperial loyalists are sowing chaos in the galaxy. Desperate to take action, senators are calling for the
election of a First Senator. It is their hope that this influential post will bring strong leadership to a divided
galaxy. As the daughter of Darth Vader, Leia faces with distrust the prospect of any one person holding
such a powerful position-even when supporters suggest Leia herself for the job. But a new enemy may make
this path Leia's only option. For at the edges of the galaxy, a mysterious threat is growing...
A Thousand Pieces of You Jan 15 2021 Cloud Atlas meets Orphan Black in this epic dimension-bending
trilogy by New York Times bestselling author Claudia Gray about a girl who must chase her father's killer
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through multiple dimensions. Marguerite Caine's physicist parents are known for their groundbreaking
achievements. Their most astonishing invention, called the Firebird, allows users to jump into multiple
universes—and promises to revolutionize science forever. But then Marguerite's father is murdered, and
the killer—her parent's handsome, enigmatic assistant Paul— escapes into another dimension before the
law can touch him. Marguerite refuses to let the man who destroyed her family go free. So she races after
Paul through different universes, always leaping into another version of herself. But she also meets
alternate versions of the people she knows—including Paul, whose life entangles with hers in increasingly
familiar ways. Before long she begins to question Paul's guilt—as well as her own heart. And soon she
discovers the truth behind her father's death is far more sinister than she expected. A Thousand Pieces of
You explores an amazingly intricate multi-universe where fate is unavoidable, the truth elusive, and love the
greatest mystery of all.
Star Wars Lost Stars, Vol. 2 (manga) May 31 2022 The conclusion of the thrilling manga adaptation of
Claudia Gray's Star Wars Lost Stars novel! What does destiny have in store for Thane and Ciena?
Star Wars: The High Republic: Into the Dark Jan 03 2020 Long before the First Order, before the Empire,
before even The Phantom Menace...Jedi lit the way for the galaxy in The High Republic.Padawan Reath
Silas is being sent from the cosmopolitan galactic capital of Coruscant to the undeveloped frontier—and he
couldn’t be less happy about it. He’d rather stay at the Jedi Temple, studying the archives. But when the
ship he’s traveling on is knocked out of hyperspace in a galactic-wide disaster, Reath finds himself at the
center of the action. The Jedi and their traveling companions find refuge on what appears to be an
abandoned space station. But then strange things start happening, leading the Jedi to investigate the truth
behind the mysterious station, a truth that could end in tragedy...Enjoy more adventures from the all-new
era of storytelling of the glorious High Republic:Star Wars: Light of the JediStar Wars The High Republic: A
Test of Courage - perfect for kids 8-12 years oldStar Wars The High Republic: The Great Jedi Rescue perfect for kids 5-8 years old
Star Wars: Lando''s Luck Jul 29 2019 An all-new adventure starring Lando Calrissian and L3-37 onboard
the Millennium Falcon! When Lando Calrissian gets caught smuggling on the planet Hynestia, the queen
agrees to let him go if he delivers something called the Solstice Globe to the Empire on her behalf. Lando is
relieved that his punishment is a simple delivery mission—but he soon discovers things are not as simple as
they seem. The queen's daughter, Princess Rinetta, has stowed away on the Millennium Falcon and
demands Lando and L3-37 take the globe back to its home planet, which needs the globe to survive. Now
Lando has to choose: Do what's right, or do what's best for Lando . But if he's lucky enough, he just might
be able to do both....
A Thousand Pieces of You May 19 2021 Cloud Atlas meets Orphan Black in this epic dimension-bending
trilogy by New York Times bestselling author Claudia Gray about a girl who must chase her father's killer
through multiple dimensions. Marguerite Caine's physicist parents are known for their groundbreaking
achievements. Their most astonishing invention, called the Firebird, allows users to jump into multiple
universes—and promises to revolutionize science forever. But then Marguerite's father is murdered, and
the killer—her parent's handsome, enigmatic assistant Paul— escapes into another dimension before the
law can touch him. Marguerite refuses to let the man who destroyed her family go free. So she races after
Paul through different universes, always leaping into another version of herself. But she also meets
alternate versions of the people she knows—including Paul, whose life entangles with hers in increasingly
familiar ways. Before long she begins to question Paul's guilt—as well as her own heart. And soon she
discovers the truth behind her father's death is far more sinister than she expected. A Thousand Pieces of
You explores an amazingly intricate multi-universe where fate is unavoidable, the truth elusive, and love the
greatest mystery of all.
Master & Apprentice (Star Wars). Jun 27 2019
Star Wars: The Fallen Star (The High Republic) Dec 02 2019 In this gripping sequel to Star Wars: The
Rising Storm, the light of the Jedi faces its darkest hour. Time and again, the vicious raiders known as the
Nihil have sought to bring the golden age of the High Republic to a fiery end. Time and again, the High
Republic has emerged battered and weary, but victorious thank to its Jedi protectors-and there is no
monument to their cause grander than the Starlight Beacon. Hanging like a jewel in the Outer Rim, the
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Beacon embodies the High Republic at the apex of its aspirations: a hub of culture and knowledge, a bright
torch against the darkness of the unknown, and an extended hand of welcome to the furthest reaches of the
galaxy. As survivors and refugees flee the Nihil's attacks, the Beacon and its crew stand ready to shelter
and heal. The grateful Knights and Padawans of the Jedi Order stationed there finally have a chance to
recover-from the pain of their injuries and the grief of their losses. But the storm they thought had passed
still rages; they are simply caught in its eye. Marchion Ro, the true mastermind of the Nihil, is preparing his
most daring attack yet-one designed to snuff out the light of the Jedi.
Bloodline Jan 27 2022 The Sunday Times Bestseller WITNESS THE BIRTH OF THE RESISTANCE When the
Rebellion defeated the Empire in the skies above Endor, Leia Organa believed it was the beginning to a
lasting peace. But after decades of vicious infighting and partisan gridlock in the New Republic Senate, that
hope seems like a distant memory. Now a respected senator, Leia must grapple with the dangers that
threaten to cripple the fledgling democracy-from both within and without. Underworld kingpins,
treacherous politicians, and Imperial loyalists are sowing chaos in the galaxy. Desperate to take action,
senators are calling for the election of a First Senator. It is their hope that this influential post will bring
strong leadership to a divided galaxy. As the daughter of Darth Vader, Leia faces with distrust the prospect
of any one person holding such a powerful position-even when supporters suggest Leia herself for the job.
But a new enemy may make this path Leia's only option. For at the edges of the galaxy, a mysterious threat
is growing...
Defy the Stars Sep 03 2022 A stunning blend of action-packed science fiction and love against the odds,
perfect for fans of the DIVERGENT series. Noemi is a young and fearless soldier of Genesis, a colony planet
of a dying Earth. But the citizens of Genesis are rising up - they know that Earth's settlers will only destroy
this planet the way they destroyed their own. And so a terrible war has begun. When Noemi meets Abel,
one of Earth's robotic mech warriors, she realizes that Abel himself may provide the key to Genesis'
salvation. Abel is bound by his programming to obey her - even though her plan could result in his
destruction. But Abel is no ordinary mech. He's a unique prototype, one with greater intelligence, skill and
strength than any other. More than that, he has begun to develop emotions, a personality and even dreams.
Noemi begins to realise that if Abel is less than human, he is more than a machine. If she destroys him, is it
murder? And can a cold-blooded murder be redeemed by the protection of a world? Stranded together in
space, they go on a whirlwind adventure through Earth's various colony worlds, alongside the countless
Vagabonds who have given up planetary life altogether and sail forever between the stars. Each step brings
them closer - both to each other and to the terrible decision Noemi will have to make about her world's fate,
and Abel's.
House of El Book Two: The Enemy Delusion Sep 30 2019 Knowing Krypton’s possible fate, Sera and Zahn
find it difficult to continue with their everyday lives. Sera’s enhanced fighting skills may impress General
Zod, but they raise suspicions among her fellow soldiers. Zahn is burdened with the knowledge of the
underground rebel group’s plans.
A Million Worlds with You Aug 10 2020 The fate of the multiverse rests in Marguerite’s hands in the final
installment of the Firebird trilogy by New York Times bestselling author Claudia Gray. Ever since she used
the Firebird, her parent’s invention, to cross through alternate dimensions, Marguerite has been at the
center of a cross-dimensional feud. Now she has learned that the evil Triad Corporation plans to destroy
hundreds of universes, using their ultimate weapon: another dimension’s Marguerite who is wicked,
psychologically twisted, and always one step ahead. Even though her boyfriend Paul has always been at
Marguerite’s side, the Triad’s last attack has left him a changed man, and he may never be the same again.
Marguerite alone must stop Triad and prevent the destruction of the multiverse. It’s a battle of the
Marguerites . . . and only one can win. In the epic conclusion to the sweeping series that kicked off with A
Thousand Pieces of You, fate and family will be questioned, loves will be won and lost, and the multiverse
will be forever changed.
Journey to Star Wars: The Force Awakens Lost Stars Jul 09 2020 This thrilling Young Adult novel gives
readers a macro view of some of the most important events in the Star Wars universe, from the rise of the
Rebellion to the fall of the Empire. Readers will experience these major moments through the eyes of two
childhood friends--Ciena Ree and Thane Kyrell--who have grown up to become an Imperial officer and a
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Rebel pilot. Now on opposite sides of the war, will these two star-crossed lovers reunite, or will duty tear
them--and the galaxy--apart? Star Wars: Lost Stars also includes all-new post-Star Wars: Return of the Jedi
content, as well as hints and clues about the upcoming film Star Wars: The Force Awakens, making this a
must-read for all Star Wars fans.
Fateful Aug 02 2022 A tragic tale of falling in love aboard the Titanic as heroine, Tess, discovers darker
secrets lying beneath the doomed crossing... and a hidden brotherhood threatens to tear her lover from her
forever.
Hourglass Oct 24 2021 After escaping from Evernight Academy, the vampire boarding school, Bianca and
Lucas seek refuge with Black Cross, the elite group of vampire hunters led by Lucas's stepfather. When
Bianca's close friend, the vampire Balthazaru is captured by Black Cross, Bianca knows she has to do
whatever it takes to save him. But at what cost?
Star Wars Lost Stars, Vol. 3 (manga) Apr 17 2021 Will the end of the conflict mean the end of their story...?
Thane and Ciena have survived to see the destruction of one Death Star and the construction of another,
but as they watch from opposite sides as the Empire crumbles, can anything but tragedy await them at the
end of their journey?
Evernight (Evernight, Book 1) Oct 04 2022 A lonely girl, a beautiful boy and a load of terrifying
vampires. Think you’ve seen it before? Well get ready for a shock, because this is paranormal romance with
a twist... and a razor-sharp bite.
Defy the Worlds Oct 31 2019 From bestselling author Claudia Gray comes the heart-pounding sequel to
Defy the Stars, perfect for fans of The Lunar Chronicles and Illuminae. She's an outcast from her home -shunned after a trip through the galaxy with Abel, the most advanced cybernetic man ever created, Noemi
Vidal dreams of traveling through the stars one more time. And when a deadly plague arrives on Genesis,
Noemi gets her chance. As the only soldier to have ever left the planet, it will be up to her to save its
people...if only she wasn't flying straight into a trap. He's a fugitive from his fate -- on the run to avoid his
depraved creator's clutches, Abel believes he's said good-bye to Noemi for the last time. After all, the entire
universe stands between them...or so he thinks. When word reaches him of Noemi's capture by the very
person he's trying to escape, his depraved creator Burton Mansfield, Abel knows he must go to her, no
matter the cost. But capturing Noemi was only part of Mansfield's master plan. In a race against time, Abel
and Noemi will come together once more to discover a secret that could save the known worlds, or destroy
them all. In this thrilling and romantic sequel to Defy the Stars, bestselling author Claudia Gray asks us all
to consider where--and with whom--we truly belong.
Balthazar Nov 05 2022 The eagerly anticipated fifth book in the EVERNIGHT series. Ages: 12+ When
Balthazar emerges from his isolation to help Skye Tierney, a human girl who once attended Evernight
Academy, he has no idea how dangerous it will be. Skye's newfound psychic powers have caught the
attention of Redgrave, the vampire responsible for murdering Balthazar and his family four centuries ago.
Balthazar will do whatever it takes to stop Redgrave, and exact his long-awaited revenge against his killer.
But just as Balthazar grows closer to Skye, Redgrave realizes that he can destroy Balthazar once and for
all...by taking Skye for his own. Ages: 12+
Star Wars: Leia, Princess of Alderaan Mar 17 2021 Explore the beginning of Leia's participation in the
Rebellion and the origin of her friendship with Amilyn Holdo from The Last Jedi! Sixteen-year-old Princess
Leia Organa faces the most challenging task of her life so far: proving herself in the areas of body, mind,
and heart to be formally named heir to the throne of Alderaan. She's taking rigorous survival courses,
practicing politics, and spearheading relief missions to worlds under Imperial control. But Leia has worries
beyond her claim to the crown. Her parents, Breha and Bail, aren't acting like themselves lately; they are
distant and preoccupied, seemingly more concerned with throwing dinner parties for their allies in the
Senate than they are with their own daughter. Determined to uncover her parents' secrets, Leia starts
down an increasingly dangerous path that puts her right under the watchful eye of the Empire. And when
Leia discovers what her parents and their allies are planning behind closed doors, she finds herself facing
what seems like an impossible choice: dedicate herself to the people of Alderaan (including the man she
loves) or to the galaxy at large, which is in desperate need of a rebel hero...
Spellcaster Sep 22 2021 A darkly enchanting series from New York Times bestselling author Claudia Gray
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about a teenage witch who battles dark forces in her small town, perfect for fans of the Beautiful Creatures
and Hex Hall series. A boy cursed with visions that lead to madness. A girl granted the powers to save him.
As soon as Nadia arrives in Captive's Sound, she knows something is seriously wrong. The town is shrouded
in dark magic, more powerful and complex than she has ever seen. Mateo has lived in Captive's Sound his
entire life, trying to dodge the local legend that his family is "cursed" with insanity. When the mysterious
girl he has been dreaming of every night appears (Nadia), he fears the curse may be true. But danger is
coming, and Nadia and Mateo must work together to stop this unknown force before it destroys everything
in its path.
The Murder of Mr. Wickham Apr 29 2022 A summer house party turns into a thrilling whodunit when Jane
Austen's Mr. Wickham—one of literature’s most notorious villains—meets a sudden and suspicious end in
this brilliantly imagined mystery featuring Austen’s leading literary characters. The happily married Mr.
Knightley and Emma are throwing a party at their country estate, bringing together distant relatives and
new acquaintances—characters beloved by Jane Austen fans. Definitely not invited is Mr. Wickham, whose
latest financial scheme has netted him an even broader array of enemies. As tempers flare and secrets are
revealed, it’s clear that everyone would be happier if Mr. Wickham got his comeuppance. Yet they’re all
shocked when Wickham turns up murdered—except, of course, for the killer hidden in their midst. Nearly
everyone at the house party is a suspect, so it falls to the party’s two youngest guests to solve the mystery:
Juliet Tilney, the smart and resourceful daughter of Catherine and Henry, eager for adventure beyond
Northanger Abbey; and Jonathan Darcy, the Darcys’ eldest son, whose adherence to propriety makes his
father seem almost relaxed. In this tantalizing fusion of Austen and Christie, from New York Times
bestselling author Claudia Gray, the unlikely pair must put aside their own poor first impressions and
uncover the guilty party—before an innocent person is sentenced to hang. A VINTAGE ORIGINAL
Star Wars Leia, Princess of Alderaan, Vol. 2 (manga) Nov 24 2021 A long time ago in a galaxy far, far
away....On planet Crate, Leia met her father, Bail Organa, who was meeting with a mysterious armed
group. After Leia learned the truth of her father's investigation mission, she decides to fight against the
Empire herself. What awaits Leia in the next target, Naboo system?
Journey to Star Wars: The Force Awakens: Lost Stars Jul 01 2022 This thrilling Young Adult novel
gives readers a macro view of some of the most important events in the Star Wars universe, from the rise of
the Rebellion to the fall of the Empire. Readers will experience these major moments through the eyes of
two childhood friends--Ciena Ree and Thane Kyrell--who have grown up to become an Imperial officer and a
Rebel pilot. Now on opposite sides of the war, will these two star-crossed lovers reunite, or will duty tear
them--and the galaxy--apart? Star Wars: Lost Stars also includes all-new post- Star Wars: Return of the Jedi
content, as well as hints and clues about the upcoming film Star Wars: The Force Awakens, making this a
must-read for all Star Wars fans.
Star Wars Lost Stars, Vol. 1 (manga) Jul 21 2021 The Empire can be seductive, particularly if you're an
aspiring young pilot... Thane Kyrell and Ciena Ree both know this very well when they enroll Imperial
Academy, eager to pursue their dreams. When Thane discovers the darker side of the Empire, though, and
defects to the Rebellion, the pair's lifelong friendship will be put to the ultimate test. Will Thane and Ciena's
relationship -- or even they themselves -- survive this galactic conflict...?
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Star Wars Lost Stars Oct 12 2020 The reign of the Galactic Empire has reached the Outer Rim planet of
Jelucan, where aristocratic Thane Kyrell and rural villager Ciena Ree bond over their love of flying.
Enrolling at the Imperial Academy is nothing less than a dream come true for both of them. But Thane
sours on the dream when he sees firsthand the horrific tactics the Empire uses to maintain its ironclad rule.
Bitter and disillusioned, he joins the fledgling Rebellion--putting Ciena in an unbearable position between
her loyalty to the Empire and her love for the man she's known since childhood. Now on opposite sides of
the war, will these friends turned foes ever find a way to be together, or will duty tear them--and the
galaxy--apart?
The High Republic: Into the Dark Jun 07 2020 Long before the Clone Wars, the Empire, or the First Order,
the Jedi lit the way for the galaxy in a golden age known as the High Republic! Padawan Reath Silas is
being sent from the cosmopolitan galactic capital of Coruscant to the undeveloped frontier-and he couldn't
be less happy about it. He'd rather stay at the Jedi Temple, studying the archives. But when the ship he's
traveling on is knocked out of hyperspace in a galactic-wide disaster, Reath finds himself at the center of
the action. The Jedi and their traveling companions find refuge on what appears to be an abandoned space
station. But then strange things start happening, leading the Jedi to investigate the truth behind the
mysterious station, a truth that could end in tragedy ...
A Million Worlds with You Mar 05 2020 The fate of the multiverse rests in Marguerite’s hands in the
final installment of the Firebird trilogy by New York Times bestselling author Claudia Gray. Ever since she
used the Firebird, her parent’s invention, to cross through alternate dimensions, Marguerite has been at
the center of a cross-dimensional feud. Now she has learned that the evil Triad Corporation plans to destroy
hundreds of universes, using their ultimate weapon: another dimension’s Marguerite who is wicked,
psychologically twisted, and always one step ahead. Even though her boyfriend Paul has always been at
Marguerite’s side, the Triad’s last attack has left him a changed man, and he may never be the same again.
Marguerite alone must stop Triad and prevent the destruction of the multiverse. It’s a battle of the
Marguerites . . . and only one can win. In the epic conclusion to the sweeping series that kicked off with A
Thousand Pieces of You, fate and family will be questioned, loves will be won and lost, and the multiverse
will be forever changed.
Defy the Fates Feb 25 2022 'Startlingly original and achingly romantic...nothing short of masterful' Kass
Morgan, bestselling author of THE 100 SERIES on DEFY THE STARS Hunted and desperate, Abel only has
one mission left that matters: save Noemi Vidal at all cost. But to do that, he not only has to escape the
rallied forces of Genesis, he also must bargain with the one person in the galaxy who still has the means to
destroy him: the daughter of his creator. Alone in the universe, Noemi Vidal never wanted to be special.
She only wanted to save her planet, Genesis, and after that, to save Abel. But now Noemi is something else,
something more. Not quite mech, not quite human, Noemi must find her place in a universe where she is
now utterly unique, all while trying to end Earth's iron grip on the planets of the Loop once and for all. The
final battle between Earth and the colony planets is here, and there's no lengths to which Earth won't go
preserve its power over the colonies. But Earth doesn't foresee Noemi and Abel coming. And together, the
universe's most advanced mech and its first hybrid might just have the power to change the galaxy for good
...
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